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22 Proposal s for a Regiona l Exception : Geneva and Havana 

2.12.1 Introduction 
Thiss chapter relates the origins of the GATT principle of most-favoured nation to the exceptions 
providedd for free-trade areas, as found in GATT Article XXIV . The chapter is not intended to be a 
discussionn of all of the legal elements presented in the Article. It will rather be limited to aspects that 
wouldd serve to disclose the intent of the drafters in including the free-trade area exception, and in its 
relationn to the MFN clause. 

Completee regional formations in the form of customs unions territories had long received exemption 
fromfrom the MFN principle in bilateral arrangements. This treaty practice was carried forward before 
Genevaa and was retained through the Havana Conference and the final ITO Charter. Partially 
preferentiall  systems, whether Imperial/colonial structures or otherwise, were sought to be challenged 
byy the emerging MFN principle. We will see that Havana parties also sought to retain certain 
prerogativess for future preferential agreements between developing countries. This was a significant 
commerciall  policy issue in Havana that likely gave rise to the provisions for free-trade areas in order 
too complement the provisions that were also being settled for economic development and 
reconstructionn preferences. Thus, the debate over which preference systems would be permitted to 
continuee after MFN came into force, and which new systems would be permitted to be established, 
wass essentially a negotiation over the scope of application of the MFN provision itself. The result in 
Havanaa displayed a hierarchy for Members to engage in future preferences, with differing levels of 
organisationall  oversight to be exercised, depending upon the degree of preferences exchanged and the 
purposess for which they were to be enacted. The chapterr concludes with an overview of the Article 
XXIVV provisions as incorporated in the GATT. 

2.2. LI Relating inter-war categories to the Geneva provisions 
Neitherr Whidden nor Viner referred to any system under the terminology of a "free-trade area", and 
onee is left to determine which systems described by them, if any, might have been contemplated by 
laterr drafters in providing a GATT MFN exception for free-trade areas. To this, the viewpoint of each 
authorr should be taken into account. Whidden's purpose was to outline the pre-existing arrangements 
andd then to argue that most of them should not be granted an MFN exemption. Viner's purpose was to 
buildd an economic argument that customs unions were not per se positive for world welfare as a 
wholee and therefore should not receive a de facto MFN exception on economic criteria alone. As 
such,, he did not pass any explicit judgement on the qualifications of lower-order systems as to the 
emergingg requirements. However, he did maintain an overall conclusion that the draft Havana Charter 
hadd accorded too many exceptions from MFN for regional agreements on too many counts. He 
acceptedd as only partially valid the claim that the Charter would have serious impact on the future 
coursee of preferential systems.1 

Whidden'ss more strict conclusions were similar to what was later identified as the U.S. State 
departmentt proposals for exceptions to MFN in the Geneva negotiations as, 

11 Viner, Jacob, The Customs Union Issue, Carnegie Endowment, 1950, p. 120. He referred to MFN exceptions 
forr partial customs unions (absent a requirement for revenue allocations and treatment of non-origin products), 
freee trade areas, and regional agreements in the interest of economic development, as per Article 15 of the 
Charter,, titled "Preferential Agreements for Economic Development and Reconstruction." In the absence of this 
Article,, the regionall possibilities would include only customs unions, free-trade areas, interim agreements leading 
too them, and the 2/3 waiver provisions of the General Agreement, 
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"Itt seems clear that the principle of equality of treatment would involve the elimination of 
tradee preferences between neighbouring countries where they do not automatically lead to 
completee customs unions."2 

Whilee Whidden contemplated a possible role for preferential systems in a post-war Western European 
Union,, he favoured only complete customs union formations, which he described as advancing a more 
soundd economic justification. In this, Whidden anticipated the economic objections to any completed 
preferencee system in addressing a London Economist editorial of March of 1944. This claimed that 
damagee to outsiders was higher in a customs union than in a regional arrangement, since 
"discriminationn against outsiders reaches its limit in the former". From Whidden's view, a customs 
unionn was seen to benefit outsiders in regard to its increasing purchasing power obtained through 
moree efficient production.3 While one would say that Viner's work, which appeared later in time, was 
intendedd to dispel this opinion, it does not follow in any respect that Viner was arguing for a broader 
MFNN exception to be applied for partial regional preferences. 

2.22.2 Arrangements and discussions in Havana 
Thee U.S. and British proposals for the most-favoured nation clause followed the lines of agreement 
thatt had been settled between them in preparation for the UN Conference on Trade and Employment 
(1946).44 This compromise provided for a standstill for listed annexed preferences, including the 
Commonwealthh preferences, as provided and finally incorporated into GATT Article I:2.5 All future 
preferencess within the annexed systems would be subject to MFN. Li addition, the U.S. submitted 
draftt proposals for what would later become GATT Article XXIV . These clauses followed the pattern 
establishedd according to its own bilateral MFN agreements formed according to the U.S. Reciprocal 
Tradee Agreements Act. As such, the U.S. opening position recognised a granted exception from MFN 
forr customs union territory formations.6 

Bothh Kenneth Dam and John Jackson stated that a primary goal which the United States sought to 
accomplishh in the ITO Charter and the GATT was the dismantling of trading preferences and 

22 Whidden, HP., Preferences and Discriminations in International Trade, Committee on International Policy, 
Carnegiee Endowment for International Peace, New York, 1945, pp. 5-30, reprinted in the Economic s of 
Diplomacy ,, ed. A.J. Kress, Georgetownn University, Washington, 1949, at p.18; and citing, Haberler, G., The 
Politica ll  Econom y of Regiona l or Continenta l Blocks "  (ed. Seymour E. Harris), McGraw Hill, New York, 1943. 
Hee thereby proposed that, aside from customs unions, that an international commercial policy organisation would 
applyy the following minimum criteria where necessary to permit preferential arrangements on a temporary basis 
andd in exceptional cases: 

-too be effected by duty reductions and not by increases in duties to outsiders; 
-thatt margins of preference not to be bound (no prejudice to reduction of duties to outsiders; 
-thatt preferences be confined to important supply commodities; 
-thatt preferences be designed to achieve more efficient production and better balanced economies. 

33 H.P. Whidden, Ibid., p. 18. A point challenged by Viner. An open membership concept for preferential systems, 
suchh as contained in the Montevideo agreement, was also not considered by Whidden as possibly consistent 
withh MFN. Later U.S. negotiating proposals did not include an exception for open reciprocity arrangements. 
44 The following four documents may be cited in this chapter 1) the original American draft (September 1946) 
"Suggestedd Charter for an International Trade Organization of the United Nations"; 2) draft charter revised at the 
Londonn meeting of the preparatory committee of the International Conference on Trade and Employment, 
October-November,, 1946, "London Draft, 1946"; 3) further revised by the Committee to the Conference, April-
Augustt 1947 in Geneva, "Geneva Draft, 1947); and 4) Charter as revised in Havana, November 1947 - March 
1948,, Havana Charter. 
55 Koek, Karin, Internationa l Trade Polic y and the GATT, 1947-1967, Almqvist & Wiksell, Stockholm (1969), p. 
114.. In the Havana charter, The MFN clause was titled under chapter IV as Article 16. 
66 Dam, Kenneth W., The GATT: Law and Internationa l Economi c Organization , The University of Chicago 
Presss (Midway Reprint) (1970), p. 274. 
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preferentiall  systems, particularl y the Commonwealth system established by the 1932 Ottawa 
arrangement.77 Viner  suggested that the American goals were multiple: to obtain rehabilitation of the 
MFNN principle, to promote the reduction of tariffs , to eliminate intra-imperia l preferences via a 
multilatera ll  framework, and to renounce official trade barrier s other  than duties.8 He suggested that 
thesee goals were well reflected in the initia l drafts. While certain existing preferences were listed and 
acknowledgedd as permitted exceptions to the general MFN rule of Articl e I of the GATT, the original 
Genevaa Final Act did not acknowledge the possible exception from MFN for  any regional 
arrangementss other  than those to facilitate frontier  traffi c or  for  customs unions. As according to Dam, 
thee U.S. proposals constituted only a short paragraph permittin g a customs union exception.9 Jackson 
likelyy caught the appropriate flavour  of the exception overall as intended by the U.S. drafters. As he 
putt  it, "...even the United States recognized the legitimacy of an exception for  customs unions.1'10 

AA significant exception to this viewpoint at this point in time in the draftin g would have been the 
paragraphh included in the London Draft Charter  (1946), providing for  a 2/3 majorit y vote, whereby, 
"(T)h ee members recognize that there may in exceptional circumstances be justification for  new 
preferentiall  arrangements requirin g an exception to the provisions of (the chapter  dealing with 
customss unions)". According to Viner, as the Geneva Draft (1947) introduced the concept of interim 
agreementss leading to customs unions, a sufficient degree of flexibilit y was obtained by those added 
provisionss (presumably), and the paragraph as quoted was dropped from the customs union chapter. It 
didd however  later  emerge in a modified and far  more comprehensive form in a new Havana Charter 
chapterr  dealing with "Economic Development".11 This chapter  Articl e should also be considered for 
anyy light it can shed on developments in the customs union chapter, especially for  its later  provisions 
regardingg free-trade areas. The Development Articl e also permitted preferences and was a subject of 
debatee in regard to the overall compromise formed regarding the role of future preferences and the 
MFNN obligation. 

2,2.2,2. J Havana Charter, Chapter III, Article 15: Economic Development and Reconstruction 
Thee proposal for  the Geneva Draft (1947) was the first  to provide a chapter  on Economic 
Development.. This retained the requirement of a majorit y 2/3 vote for  approval of, 

"preferentia ll  arrangements between two or  more countries, not contemplating a customs 
union,, in the interest of the programmes of economic development or  reconstruction of one or 
moree such countries."12 

Thiss Articl e was expanded in the Havana Draft , Articl e 15, titled "Preferential Agreements for 
Economicc Development and Reconstruction".13 While retaining the concept of pre-approval by a 2/3's s 
votingg procedure as above, a new section was added that provided the possibility for  self-declaratory 
preference.. This was to be available to contiguous territorie s or  those belonging to the same 
"economicc region"; and as necessary, 

77 K. Dam, Ibid., at p. 42; Jackson, John H.f World Trade Law and the Law of GATT,, the Mitchte Company, 
Charlottesville,, Virginia, (1969), p. 577. 
88 J. Viner, Supra note 1 at p. 110. 
99 K. Dam, Supra note 6 at p. 274. 
100 J. Jackson, Supra note 7 at p. 577, italics added. 
111 J. Viner, Supra note 1 at 115, his note 21. 
122 J. viner, Ibid., at p. 116. Free-trade areas were not yet introduced to the customs union chapter until the later 
Havanaa Draft. Thus, the paragraph quoted refers only to customs unions. 
133 "The Members recognize that special circumstances, including the need for economic development or 
reconstruction,, may justify new preferential agreements between two or more countries in the interest of the 
programmess of economic development or reconstruction of one or more of them." Proposed redraft, Article 15:1, 
E/CONF.2/C.8/26,177 March 1948. According to the interpretive note, "The Organization need not interpret the 
termm "economic region" to require close geographical proximity if it is satisfied that a sufficient degree of 
economicc integration exists between the countries concerned." Ibid., Ad Article 15. 
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"too ensure a sound and adequate market for a particular industry or branch of agriculture 
whichh is being, or is to be, created or reconstructed or substantially developed or substantially 
modernized."14 4 

Neitherr reciprocity nor reduction to zero-duty levels was required. However, a provision was made 
forr the adherence of other members that would also be able to qualify as parties to the preference 
agreementt and the preferences permitted were not intended to exceed ten years. Article 15 did not 
specifyy that the parties to such preferences were required to be least or lesser developed countries, 
althoughh the conditions of the preference activities permitted can be said to resemble an infant 
industryy type of justification and the title of the Article refers to development. Although the two-thirds 
votingg provisions did not apply, organisational control was not abandoned for the contiguous-party 
exceptionn in Article 15:4, as the exception continued to be subject to the provisions of paragraphs 5 
andd 6 of the Article. Paragraph 5 indicated that the Organisation may, 

"ass a condition of its approval, require a reduction in an unbound most-favoured-nation rate 
off  duty proposed by the Member in respect of any product so covered, if in the light of the 
representationss of any affected Member it considers that rate excessive."15 

2.2.22.2.2 Havana's resulting hierarchy of preferences 

Thee apparent intended effect of the self-declaratory provisions of the Article was to permit an industry 
orr agriculture sector to be expanded between contiguous parties or economically integrated parties, 
assumedlyy in order to provide for an expanded market within some larger regional context. It does not 
appearr that this portion of the Article contemplated granting authority for preferential systems in the 
largerr sense of regional integration, but rather to accommodate the special items for a limited period 
off  time as beneficial between developing countries, or at least economically or geographically related 
parties.. Thus, Article 15 would not be seen as an overlapping provision with the later free-trade area 
exception,, at least where the latter would contemplate a more complete and permanent system of 
exchangess by the parties. 

Whatt is also observed is that both sections dealt with preferences and both were intended to become 
provisionss of the Charter in its final form. One should therefore consider that the provisions of the two 
Articless were intended to be complementary in that they would not overlap in coverage but would be 
usedd to address distinct situations. Therefore, it may be concluded that Article 15 was viewed as a 
meanss of providing limited preferences between developing countries while the inclusion of a free-
tradee area exception was intended to service the notion of more complete regional entities. As 
developedd in some detail below, an important distinction between the two Articles as they emerged 
fromfrom Havana, was that Article 15 retained the requirement of a waiver from MFN to be approved by a 
2/33 vote of the Charter Members, except for these contiguous sector preferences as noted. For regional 
groupingss meeting the substantially-all trade definition in the customs union chapter, a less rigorous 
approvall  process was established, but with the consideration that a consensus of the Members could 
alwayss impose modifications upon an agreement. Thus, there appeared to emerge overall a type of 
hierarchyy of institutional oversight and control for the preferential systems. The most complete 
systemss to be contemplated provided for the lowest degree of voting control as prior authorisation was 
nott required, but these formations imposed the strictest conditions upon coverage. The Economic 
Developmentt and Reconstruction preferences required pre-approval by two-thirds of the Members 
present.. The least complete exchanges also required no voting authorisation, but these exchanges 
couldd not be closed to other qualifying Members and preferences exchanged were to be temporary in 
nature. . 

144 Havana Charte r (1948), Articl e 15:4, (a)-(f). Other condition s are state d in the Articl e whic h are not mentione d 
here . . 
155 E/CONF.2/C.8/26,17 March 1948, Supra , not e 29, page two . 
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2.2.32.2.3 The Havana debate regarding future preferences 
Ass further  recounted by John Jackson, the provisions for  free-trade areas and the other  provisions of 
whatt  we now understand as Articl e XXI V were included in the Havana (1948) ITO Charter  as Articl e 
444 of Part IV , titled Commercial Policy. These provisions replaced the earlier  Geneva Charter  (1947) 
textt  by a special protocol.16 According to F.A. Haight, the new text, including for  the first time the 
provisionss for  the free-trade area exception, was recommended by the subcommittee and was 
approvedd without any substantive debate.17 

However,, prior  to the referral of the full committee to the subcommittee, an extensive discussion 
concerningg the role of future preferential systems in relation to the MFN clause was held in Havana. 
Thesee reported discussions by the Commercial Policy Committee (Committee HI) extended over  four 
meetingss held in early December  of 1947. Provided under  the titl e of a "General Discussion"  of 
Chapterr  IV (Commercial Policy), most of this commentary was dedicated to recording the positions of 
thee parties regarding the unconditional MFN clause (Articl e 16) together  with its negotiated standstill 
provisionss for  annexed (pre-existing) preferential systems. The issue raised was the manner  in which 
thesee Geneva provisions had provided for  a standstill for  the existing preferential arrangements, but 
subjectedd futur e regional arrangements to a voting approval. Thus, at the centre of discussion was the 
relationshipp between the MFN Articl e on the one hand, and the development preferences provided by 
Articl ee 15 and the customs union Articl e (Articl e 42) on the other.18 

Inn reviewing the country-representative comments made during these meetings, it is apparent that 
manyy Havana parties were unsettled by the MFN compromise that hadd been reached at Geneva. 
Particularl yy controversial for  the members was whether  future preferences should be encouraged or 
discouraged,, and if permitted, whether  they should be subject to voting pre-approval by the 
organisation.. This difficult y applied to both preferences that could be characterised as either 
"development""  or  "regional"  in orientation. Thus, from the first meeting, the Syrian representative 
indicatedd the country's support for  most-favoured nation treatment, 

"bu tt  pointed out that exceptions had been admitted which would permit the continuation of 
existingg preferential arrangements representing vested interests. However, there were certain 
countriess within the same economic area, having traditional relationships which should not be 
overlookedd even though these had not been formalized. His delegation had submitted 
amendments,, both in Geneva and here, which would permit the conclusion of new 
preferentiall  tarif f agreements for  such economic areas.19 

Likewise,, the representative of Iraq noted that, 
"H ee believed that preferential arrangements between small producing areas having 
complementaryy trade would not cause the dislocation which Articl e 16 was designed to 
prevent.. Customs unions, although permitted under  Articl e 42, required a long time to 
establishh and involved administrative difficulties. Therefore preferential arrangements should 

166 J. Jackson , Supr a note 7 at p. 578, citin g at note 14, "Specia l Protoco l Relatin g to Articl e XXIV of the GATT" , 
19488 (Agreemen t No. 7 in App . C). However , durin g the Havana process , the Articl e was referred  to as Articl e 
42,, "Territoria l Applicatio n of Chapte r IV, Frontie r Traffi c and Custom s Unions" , rathe r than Articl e 44, its 
numbere dd Articl e in the fina l Havana Charter . This reflecte d the Charter' s divisio n of Articl e 42 into thre e 
separat ee Articles . 
177 F.A. Haight , 1972, p. 393, citin g E/CONF.2/C.3/SR.44 and 47. This poin t is often cited to suppor t the 
propositio nn that the free-trad e area exceptio n was not particularl y well considere d in the drafting , and 
occasionall yy  to reflec t upon the qualit y of the draftin g itself . 
188 Summar y Recor d of the Commercia l Polic y Committe e (Committe e III). These meeting s were reporte d at 
Havanaa betwee n 3 and 11 Decembe r 1947 as meeting s Four Throug h Eight . E/CONF.2/C.3/SR.4 throug h SR.8. 
199 E/CONF.2/C.3.SR.4. 
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bee permitted as well as customs unions and supported the Syrian, Lebanese and Turkish 
proposalss in this respect."20 

Thee representative of Lebanon referred his comments directly to a proposal for the inclusion of 
provisionss for preferential arrangements other than customs unions as he, 

"... .felt that one solution for the handicap (sic) of small countries with limited markets was 
regionall  co-operation through customs unions, free trade agreements, or preferential tariff 
agreements.. His country knew the difficulties of customs unions and it was doubtful if many 
wouldd be formed. He would present amendments to Articles 16 and 42 to allow free trade and 
preferentiall  agreements for economic regions. He saw no reason why the smaller countries 
shouldd not exchange preferences in order to compete with highly developed countries which 
didd not need them or which might not be ready to reciprocate.21 

Itt is evident that the development preferences provided in Article 15 were not considered by these 
partiess to be sufficient, either because of the voting waiver required, or because of a desire to create 
largerr regional markets, or as necessary to take into account more comprehensive development 
approaches.. It is likely that many objecting parties blended all of these aspects in their orientation to 
seekk a broader avenue for future regional systems. 

Thee argument to include provisions for regional preferential systems other than customs unions 
appearedd also to turn in part on the view that the negotiated standstill for certain pre-existing 
preferences,, as provided in Article 16, was simply unfair to territories that were contemplating future 
systems.. Thus, while the representative from Australia indicated that development preferences were 
alreadyy possible by Article 15 of thee Charter (upon prior approval), the Venezuela representative 
indicatedd that, "he could not understand why the prior approval of the Organization was required for 
somee and not for others."22 Likewise, from the following meeting, Argentina expressed the concern 
thatt the MFN clause, "included exceptions for the benefit of certain countries and perpetuated 
discriminatoryy practices condemned elsewhere. Those exceptions should be made more equitable by 
thee inclusions of complementary economic regions."23 These comments suggest that the necessity of 
thee MFN compromise reached in Geneva had its ramifications for the issue of future preferences in 
Havana. . 

Itt is helpful to note at this juncture that there was no reason to believe that Article 15 would not 
survivee and be finally incorporated in an adopted and ratified Havana Charter. The inference to draw 
fromfrom this fact is that the later drafting of a free-trade area provision was not then contemplated to be a 
replacementt for the Development Article's provisions. Since there was opposition to the pre-approval 
requirementss contained in Article 15, it is at least likely that members, seeking an expanded 
possibilityy for future preferences without pre-approval, also found common ground with those who 
soughtt a regional grouping exception with lesser administrative severity than posed by the customs 
unionn requirement. A comment from the Chilean representative during the third meeting suggests as 
muchh as he, 

"... .stated that his delegation would advocate general provisions for preferential arrangements 
onn a regional basis rather than the specific provisions of paragraph 2, Article 16, for the 
reasonn that, within the purposes of the Charter, provisions should be made for all, and the 

200 Ibid. , at p. 1-2. 
211 Ibid. , at p. 3. This commen t contain s the firs t reporte d referenc e fro m thi s debat e to "free-trad e agreements. " 
Nott  onl y were thes e thre e middle-easter n countrie s supportiv e of the concept . A later note by Hait i indicate s that 
thee twelv e countrie s in the Centra l Americ a trad e zone also sough t a preferentia l system , althoug h the term free-
trad ee area is not used in that reference . Ibid. , at p. 4. 
222 Ibid. , at p. 6.. Furthermore , "h e strongl y supporte d the need for preferentia l arrangement s for such group s of 
countrie ss as the near East , Central  America , othe r Latin-America n countrie s and othe r geographi c regions. " 
233 E/CONF.2/C.3/SR.5, at p. 2. 
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presentt  preferential arrangements including those of his own country, were too limited to 
attainn the expansion of trade envisioned by the Charter. It was possible to use the same 
argumentss for  establishing preference for  economic regions as for  customs unions.24 

Thee conference record indicates generally that there was a large number  of countries committed to 
Charterr  additions which would permit less strict criteri a for  the creation of future preference systems, 
notwithstandingg the unconditional MFN clause as incorporated in Articl e 16. As the representative of 
Ecuadorr  noted, "I t was significant that forty of the countries represented at the conference considered 
thee system of preferential treatment indispensable to profitabl e world trade." 25 

Thee argument against new preference systems was not however  neglected on the record, as indicated 
byy the comments of Australia, the United Kingdom and the United States. Thus, the Australian 
representativee indicated opposition to regional arrangements (other  than customs unions), but saw a 
needd for  small countries seeking to develop industries in inadequate markets to have access to certain 
preferences,, but rather  upon an individual article or  commodity basis and with prior  approval. From 
hiss view, the provisions already made in Articles 15 and 42 were quite adequate for  this purpose.26 

Thee UK representative indicated that while existing preference systems were granted a standstill, 
"neww preferences were not to be established and the existing ones were subject to a progressive 
reductionn or  elimination...If the creation of new preferences were not subject to examination by the 
Organization,, the position would have to be examined."27 

Althoughh comments by the United States are not prominent in these reports, the representative (Mr . 
Leddy)) did express the position that, 

"(E)conomicc regional preference arrangements were not a promising device for  economic 
development.. Special circumstances justifyin g such an arrangement should be submitted to 
thee Organization for  its decision as to the net gain to world trade, otherwise the whole object 
off  eliminating preferences would be undermined."28 

Fromm these reports, one can begin to see the outline of how a free-trade area exception could have 
providedd an avenue for  compromise to meet the various positions. First, the waiver  for  new 
preferencess would not be required, but waiver  would remain necessary for  partial or  individual sector 
preferences.. The desire for  regional formations to create larger  markets could be respected where the 
proponentss intended to exchange a sufficiently high number  of preferences so as to emulate the 
regionall  trade characteristics that were already acknowledged for  customs unions. With this higher  bar 
inn place, MFN might have a chance to establish itself, first  through the standstill provisions for 
existingg systems, and second, by requirin g a more rigorous exchange for  new systems. By providing 
thee developing parties a means of bypassingg the 2/3's voting requirement for  more complete future 
regionall  systems, the perceived unfairness of the standstill permitted for  pre-existing systems was less 
att  issue. For  partial or  sectoral exchanges, the existing Development chapter  would continue to apply. 

Givenn the extensive debate and differences of opinion recorded prior  to the referral , it is possible that 
thee subcommittee report granting the new free-trade area exception reconciled the various objections 

244 E/CONF.2/C.3/SR.6 at p. 3. Paragrap h 2 of Articl e 16 provide d for specifi c permitte d preferences . In 
response ,, the Franc e representativ e indicate d concurrenc e wit h the notio n of regiona l organisations , "bu t wit h 
thee prio r approva l of the Organization , as a means of protectin g thir d parties. "  Interestingly , this was oppose d by 
thee representativ e of Syria , whic h state d that it was unabl e to agree wit h Franc e on the questio n of prio r 
approval .. Ibid at. p.4. 
25E/CONF.2/C.3/SR.7,page1 . . 
266 Ibid. , at p. 3. 
277 Ibid. , and apparentl y suggestin g that the pric e paid for a standstil l whic h woul d restric t the Commonwealt h 
preferenc ee in the futur e was a syste m of pre-approva l for new preferences . 
288 Ibid. , at p. 4. 
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thatt were already on record. Thus, to only add to Haight's comment above, the record may well 
disclosee that there was a good reason why the new free-trade area provisions were passed without any 
needd for significant further debate. 

2.2.42.2.4 The introduction of a free-trade area exception 

Thee debate recounted above also indicates that the question of future preferences was central to the 
considerationn of the MFN obligation in the Havana forum. This was reflected by the terms of 
referencee made in the referral to the drafting subcomittees, which was charged, 

"Too consider and submit recommendations to both Committees regarding Articles 15, 16 (2) 
andd (3) and 42...with a view to finding a solution of the question of new preferential 
arrangements." " 

Thee Report of the Joint Sub-Committee of Committees II and m on Articles 15,16 and 42" was 
reportedd on March 7, 1948 as E/CONF.2/C.3/78. A working party of this subcommittee held 29 
meetings,, the results of which formed the basis of the report. Since the subcommittee was charged 
withh viewing three Articles, changes to the proposed Article 15 were also forwarded to the Co-
ordinatingg Committee of the Congress, and described in a separate report for which no citation is 
available.. For the Article 42 provisions, according to the subcommittee report, 

"Thee text of Article 42 has been redrafted on the basis of proposals by the French delegation, 
thee main change being to extend to free-trade areas the provisions relating to customs union, 
ass requested by the delegations of Lebanon and Syria.30 

Ass far as the inclusion of free-trade areas, an explanation of Article 42B stated that, 
"Thee second paragraph, providing for the establishment of customs unions, is based upon 
paragraphh 2 (b) of the Geneva draft, but there has been added to it a new provision covering 
thee establishment of free-trade areas. An amendment proposed by the United Kingdom 
(C.3/11,, Item 10) has been incorporated, and it is felt that the new text of the Article largely 
coverss an amendment proposed by Chile (C.3/11, item 11)" 31 

Finally,, the report indicates that, 
"(I)nn paragraph 4 the definition of a customs union, which was contained in the second 
sentencee of paragraph 4 of the Geneva draft, has been amended and a definition of a free-
tradee area has been added. This describes a free-trade area as a group of two or more customs 
territoriess within which tariffs, etc. (except where necessary, those permitted under section B 
off  Chapter IV and under Article 43) are eliminated on substantially all the trade between the 
constituentt territories or at least on substantially all the trade in products originating in such 
territories."32 2 

2.2.52.2.5 Havana conclusion 

Thee Havana Article 15 provisions, as referred from the subcommittee, retained its pre-approval 
conditions.. These were already opposed on record by a fair number of participants. It must be 
consideredd therefore that the inclusion of a free-trade exception in Article 42 was posed as an 
alternativee solution which would permit regional preferences within wholly formed systems rather 
thann partial systems, but absent customs union administrative formalities and the requirement of a 2/3 

299 The workin g group' s repor t is containe d in E/CONF.2/C.2&3/A/134, unavailable . 
300 C.3/11, Item 13."  E/CONF.2/C.3/78, page 5, italic s added . "{T)hi s subjec t was considere d to be of sufficien t 
importanc ee to requir e its separatio n from the othe r matter s dealt with in Articl e 42, and accordingl y the Sub-
Committe ee recommend s a separat e articl e devote d exclusivel y to custom s union s and free-trad e areas."  Ibid . 
311 Ibid. , at p. 6, para. 23. 
322 Ibid. , at p. 7, para. 27. 
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approval.. As such, the inclusion of the free-trade area exception may well have reflected a 
compromisee whereby pre-approval for  sectoral preferences was retained, but then also granting a 
simplifiedd construction to those parties seeking to form complete regional entities but without the 
customss union requirements to establish territor y treatment. Overall, such an inclusion might have 
servedd to rebalance the Geneva arrangements in light of the larger  group of developing participants 
whoo were not parties to the earlier  round and flowed in part as a consequence of the compromise 
reachedd in Geneva. 

I ff  this is correct, this conclusion at Havana reflected a substantial departure from the position of the 
drafterss during the process in Geneva. The Geneva Charter  itself was modified from the U.S. State 
Departmentt  proposals for  customs union and frontier  traffi c exceptions only by the inclusion of 
permittedd interim agreements. Since the commentators cited agreed that the purpose of the entire ITO 
exercisee from the U.S. view was to terminate the use of preferences in international trade, then one 
wouldd conclude that the U.S. either  acquiesced in the compromise, did not become aware of it, or  had 
alreadyy determined that the ITO process was doomed. The first  suggestion seems the most likely. 

Whil ee this author  has not been successful in locating the subcommittee reports, one point remains 
persistent.. The Havana provision for  free-trade areas in Articl e 42 introduced this term for  the first 
timee into the commercial policy lexicon. As drawn from both Whidden and Viner  regarding inter-war 
systems,, the various terms for  preferential systems in the period did not employ any formation known 
ass a free-trade area. Since such a regional instrument was simply unknown in the pre-GATT practice, 
Vinerr  drew the conclusion, which retains a certain relevance now, that 

"Thi ss term is introduced, as a technical term, into the language of this field by the Charter, 
andd its meaning for  the purposes of the Charter  must therefore be sought wholly within the 
textt  of the Charter." 34 

Threee ramifications are considered. First, the GATT Articles themselves must form the primar y 
sourcee as to what would constitute the nature of the requirements. Second, to the extent that the free-
tradee area provisions are identical to those for  customs unions, any previous practice developed to 
customss unions does have an informativ e role in determining the meaning of terms applied to free-
tradee area requirements when ambiguity occurs. Third , in the absence of experience with a free-trade 
areaa exception, where the functioning of such an area could not be compared to customs unions 
practice,, then the implications of including the exception were not likely to be able to be appreciated 
att  the time of the drafting. What is developed below is that within a short time after  the Articl e 
becamee effective, that the inclusion of the free-trade area exception necessarily compelled an attempt 
too make a new legal distinction in practice between such an "area"  and the previously condemned 
notionn of partiall y preferential arrangements. This problem may have been exacerbated by the loss of 
thee Development Article , which arguably would have served as a text providing demarcation. 
Whetherr  or  not that is the case, drawing any consistent line across this terrain would prove to be a 
mostt  troublesome endeavour  for  GATT Parties, and one which even continues to trouble the review 
processs of regional agreements in the contemporary practice. 

2.32.3 The effect of Havana provisions 
Ass indicated, pre-existing margins of preference between particular  countries were negotiated to be 
subjectedd to identification and a standstill obligation according to Articl e 1:2 of the GATT (Havana 
Charterr  Articl e 16:2). Preferential systems introduced thereafter  were not to have been easily installed 
andd qualified for  MFN exceptions. Dam emphasised the restrictive nature of the new Articl e XXI V 
gatewayy and the structural link between the provisions of Articl e I and Articl e XXI V as, 

333 See Central Drafting Committee, "Proposed redraft of the Final Text of Chapter III - Article 15", 
E/CONF.2/C.8/26,177 March 1948. 
344 J. Viner, Supra note 1 at p. 124. 
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"...thee principal objective in the drafting of the customs union and free-trade area provisions 
becamee to tie down, in the most precise legal language possible, the conditions that such 
regionall  groupings would have to fulfi l in order to escape prohibition under the most-
favouredd nation clause as preferential arrangements..."35 

Jackson'ss view of the relationship between the two provisions was similar in part as, 
"...thee fear of some countries that the regional exception could be abused to allow the 
introductionn of detrimental preference systems otherwise inconsistent with MFN was the 
motivee power behind the elaborate draftsmanship that went into the other clauses of the 
regionall  exception."36 

Inn point, both comments present a revealing view of the intent of the drafters as it reflected two 
compromisess reached, the first being the standstill arranged in Geneva and the second being the 
inclusionn of the free-trade area exception in Havana. However, the elaborate draftsmanship suggested 
byy Jackson was mainly settled at Geneva, since customs union provisions were essentially extended to 
free-tradefree-trade areas at Havana. When that first compromise had been reached, the criteria that would 
eitherr secure it or permit it to be degraded by future commercial practices would likely have received 
aa fair degree of attention by the drafters in regard to any language to be employed for other 
exceptions.. Whatever exceptions are made possible by Article XXIV would serve as the primary 
gatewayy to offer or accept a preference outside the parameter of Article I MFN. Therefore, in the 
absencee of the "the most precise legal language possible", the value of the negotiated standstill for 
existingg systems would have provided for littl e additional meaningful restraint on the introduction of 
neww preferential systems. This could not have been the intent of the drafters, even in consideration of 
thee compromise reached in Havana for free-trade areas. 

2.3.12.3.1 Extending customs union requirements to free- trade areas 

Suchh a view of the restrictive interpretation for Article XXTV finds support from an often- quoted 
summaryy of the American justification for advancing the customs union exception. From Clair 
Wilcox, , 

"AA customs union creates a wider trading area, removes obstacles to competition, makes 
possiblee a more economic allocation of resources, and thus operates to increase production 
andd raise planes of living. A preferential system, on the other hand, retains internal barriers, 
obstructss economy in production, and restrains the growth of income and demand...A customs 
unionn is conducive to the expansion of trade on a basis of multilateralism and 
nondiscrimination;; a preferential system is not"37 

Thee Wilcox statement is most often cited now for its failure to appreciate the possibility of Viner's 
tradee diverting customs unions. However, the quotation also retains validity on its own merits by 
disclosingg how parties may have viewed a free-trade area requirement in contrast to other types of 
preferentiall  systems. This is to view the phrase not from its economic implications, but how it might 
informm a legal view of the hierarchy established for preferential systems, and how free-trade areas 
shouldd be placed within such a hierarchy. Thus, one notes the difference above between the two types 

355 Italics added. K. Dam, Supra note 6 at p. 275. Considering that Kenneth Dam adhered to the view that Article 
XXIV:44 should be re-interpreted to accommodate a more Vinerian approach in qualifying regional systems, that 
hee would also identify the strict linkage between the Article I compromise and the provisions for Article XXIV, as 
contemplatedd by the drafters,, is noteworthy. See also, J. Jackson, Supra note 7 at p. 602, and citing therein K. 
Dam,, (1963), at p. 663. 
366 Although, several paragraphs later, he states that, "...the conclusion can be drawn that the compromise of the 
GATTT draftsmen was intended to retain for GATT parties a considerable amount of the existing latitude to enter 
intoo regional arrangements of various types." J. Jackson, Supra note 7 at p. 600 and 602. 
377 Clair Wilcox, A Charte r for World Trade, Macmillan, New York, 1949, pp. 70-71, quoted in Dam, Supra note 6 
att pp. 274-275, italics added. 
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off  preferential systems. This appears to turn upon the quality of internal free trade to be attained by 
thee parties, as a preferential system "retains internal barriers" between the members. A customs union 
admittedlyy would have the legal capacity to eliminate such internal barriers. Although the Wilcox 
statementt was generated before the free-trade area provisions were introduced at Havana, query how 
U.S.. policy makers would have treated the exception as extended if they applied these criteria. If one 
assumess that the final result was compatible with the U.S. position, then a conclusion can be formed 
thatt free-trade areas were permitted upon the understanding that they would also eliminate internal 
barrierss to trade in a manner similar to a customs union. Otherwise, and in light of Dam's notation 
above,, there would be an absence of a legal basis to make any distinction between free-trade areas and 
disfavouredd partially preferential systems. The intent of the drafters as to MFN would be overall 
underminedd in the absence of such a distinction. Regional formations eliminating internal barriers to 
tradee would therefore be supported as an MFN exception.38 

Perhapss the strongest evidence in support of this view is the parallel textual identity of the 
requirementss for the removal of barriers to trade for both legal forms, as both require that duties and 
otherr restrictive regulations of commerce... are eliminated on substantially all the trade."39 In the 
absencee of documentation to the contrary, it follows that the simple correlation of the provisions 
indicatess an expressed intent to equate the internal trade requirements for both forms. Since customs 
unionss already benefited from a practice of receiving exceptions from the various bilateral treaties 
employingg MFN clauses, a regional free-trade area agreement that met the same conditions internally 
couldd also be exempted, even in the absence of a common external tariff. 

Inn support for this view, the requirement for the removal of barriers to trade remained consistent from 
Genevaa through Havana, even as the free-trade exception was brought forward. The Geneva text 
providedd that, 

"AA customs union shall be understood to mean the substitution of a single customs territory 
forr  two or  more customs territories, so that all tariffs and other restrictive regulations of 
membersmembers of the union are substantially eliminated and substantially the same tariff s and other 
regulationss of commerce are applied by each of the members of thee union to the trade of 
territoriess not included in the union."40 

Too compare, the final Havana text portion of Article 44 provided as follows: 
"AA custom union shall be understood to mean the substitution of a single customs territory for 
twoo or more customs territories, so that duties and other restrictive regulations of commerce 
(exceptt where necessary, those permitted under Section B of chapter IV and under Article 45) 
areare eliminated with respect to substantially all the trade between the constituent territorie s of 
thee union (or at least with respect to substantially all the trade in products originating in such 
territories)41 1 

Theree are two differences between the versions. One is a change in placement of the term 
"substantially'**  from the first draft's reference to tariffs and regulations (i.e., substantially all tariffs 
eliminatedd on the trade), to the second draft's position in reference to trade (i.e., duties eliminated on 
substantiallyy all the trade). The other change is the addition in the second version of a listing of 
specificc Articles designated as exceptions from the primary stated requirement. In the larger context, 
wee know that the free-trade area provisions were also added. The question to raise is whether the 

388 One can onl y speculat e into whic h categor y Wilco x woul d have place d free-trad e areas , as the term appeare d 
later .. Given the element s supplie d in the statement , one coul d sugges t that free trad e areas eliminatin g all 
interna ll  barrier s to trad e woul d have been favourabl y viewe d as simila r to custom s unions . 
399 Articl e XXIV 8(a)(1) for custom s unions , Articl e XXIV(8)(b) for free-trad e areas . 
400 Articl e XXIV:4, Final Act adopte d at the Conclusio n of the secon d sessio n of the preparator y committe e of the 
Unite dd Nation s conferenc e on Trade and Employment , Geneva , 1947, italic s added . 
411 Italic s added , subparagrap h indicator s omitted . 
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changee in placement of the term "substantially" might have any relation to the inclusion of a free-
tradee area provision, and if so, what? Robert Hudec and James Southwick have suggested the 
connectionn of the change in the placement of the term to the addition of the exception Articles listing. 
Thiss would allow the second version to contemplate with more ease the notion that not all sectors 
needd be covered to meet the requirement. The exceptions themselves as listed point to the possibility 
thatt some traded sectors may not be covered under the obligation.42 

Thiss is plausible even while the change might have also accommodated the free-trade area exception. 
Onn this point, one would consider the position of the drafter in attempting to delineate the new 
categoryy of free-trade areas from other partially preferential arrangements. To draw a line for which 
non-customss unions arrangements would pass under Article XXIV , it may also have been the case 
thatt the placement was shifted to emphasise that partial rollbacks in duties and quantitative 
restrictionss across a broad range of trade would not suffice for the requirements. Even while the 
secondd version more easily contemplates the elimination of coverage for sectors, at least according to 
thee listed Articles, the requirement is arguably overall strengthened in designating that the elimination 
off  duties and other restrictive regulations of commerce is a requirement. In this sense, the change in 
placementt could also have reflected the introduction of free-trade area provisions as necessary to 
reflectt a demarcation that was being intended between free-trade areas and lesser forms of partial 
preferencee systems. 

Vinerr noted an additional change. This is shown for customs unions whereby the elimination is to be 
effectedd for "all trade in products originating in such territories", rather than all the trade between such 
territories.. According to Viner, this change reflected the circumstance that arose by an absence of a 
traditionall  definitional requirement that would have provided for allocations of customs revenues 
amongg members.43 However, this change also can reflect an intent to make more parallel the 
requirementss between free-trade areas and customs unions, since in the former arrangement the non-
harmonisationn of external commercial policy would necessitate a requirement that only goods of 
originn to each free-trade area member would be covered. While this is a softened requirement as 
comparedd to the Geneva Draft, it also indicates a closer alignment between the two situations that 
weree under contemplation for the exception.44 

2.3.22.3.2 Conclusion on the Havana provisions 

Whetherr the changes made as discussed above were consciously enacted in order to align the existing 
provisionss with those of the new free-trade area is a matter of speculation in the absence of 
subcommitteee drafting reports. However, what is disclosed from the face of the provisions resulting in 
Havanaa is that the difference between the two forms is not found in any of the provisions regarding 
thee internal trade requirements to be met by either. The only difference between the two forms that is 
identifiablee in the text itself is that which relates to the external policies required to be adopted, since 
aa customs union is required to substitute a common external tariff and a free-trade area may retain its 
individuall  member tariffs. 

Thee intent of the drafters is therefore apparent from the provisions viewed overall. While an exception 
wass being recognised for a new "regional" formation which did not create a customs territory, this 

422 R. Hudec and J. Southwick, Regionalism and WTO Rules, in M. Rodri'guez, P. Low, B. Kotschwar (Eds.), 
Tradee Rules in the Making , Organization of American States and the Brookings Institution, Washington D.C., 
1999,, pgs 47-80 at pgs. 62, note 34. 
433 "(A) customs union set up without provisions for such allocation would need the benefit of this relaxation unless 
itt was prepared to accept assignment of revenues according to place of collection." J. Viner, Supra note 1 at p. . 
114,, his note 15. Viner considered this to be a meaningful diminution of the traditionally accepted requirements. 
444 This also suggesting that the elimination of "other restrictive regulations" was not intended to reach to the 
eliminationn of internal administrative checks for either customs unions or free-trade areas as would be necessary 
too determine the origin of the goods. 
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free-tradefree-trade area would nevertheless be required to meet the same test as a customs union, whatever  that 
testt  might be, in regard to the elimination of its internal barrier s to trade. 

Althoughh subcommittee documentation is scant, this conclusion is well-supported from the identity of 
thee provisions themselves, and not least, from the referral comment made by the subcommittee itself. 
Ass quoted above, the main change was, "...to extend to free-trade areas the provisions relating to 
customss union..."  Such an extension would have reasonably served to retain the legal hierarchy that 
wass being established. This allowed for  a distinction between formations which fell under  the customs 
unionn and free-trade area Article , those which fell under  the Development chapter, and those that 
wouldd not be permitted to be entertained by Organisation Members in deference to the new MFN 
obligation. . 

Thee final section will review Articl e XXI V requirements imposed upon regional parties in regard to 
thee quality and degree of their  internal trade to be liberalised and make an examination of the 
sequencee of the Article' s paragraphs to be applied. 

2.42.4 Overview of Article XXIV requirements: sequence of conditions 
GATTT Articl e XXI V imposes two primary sets of requirements for  the formation of a regional trade 
arrangementt  to operate as an exception from its Articl e I Most-favoured Nation obligation. One set is 
definitionall  in nature as it outlines the categories of arrangements that fall within the provisions of the 
Article .. The other  set of requirements establishes certain implementation conditions whereby 
agreementss otherwise qualified by definition, may nevertheless be denied the Article' s application 
wheree the external trade affects of the agreements raise new barrier s overall to other  GATT Parties. 
Thee logical way to approach a reading of the Articl e is to commence at the point where definitions are 
applied.. This determines the scope of the Articl e in respect to the types of arrangements possibly 
exemptedd from GATT Articl e I. 

2.4.12.4.1 The first test: paragraph 8 definitional requirements 

Articl ee XXTV: 8 (paragraph 8) is the first  to consider  in any evaluation as it acts to identify the 
characteristicss of those regional trade agreements which must be present in order  to qualify for  an 
exceptionn to the MFN principle. Thus, either  a free-trade area or  a customs union, 

". .. .shall be understood to mean an area (or  territory ) where duties and other  restrictive 
regulationss of commerce are eliminated with respect to substantially all the trade between the 
constituentt  territories." 45 

Thiss provision provides a definition for  the two types of regional formations in terms of the amount of 
tradee upon which action is to be taken (substantially all) and the actions that are to be taken regarding 
itt  (elimination of duties and other  restrictive regulations of commerce). As drafted, an initia l 
definitionall  requirement is imposed, since if a preferential arrangement would fail to eliminate the 
designatedd barrier s on the appropriate amount of trade, then according to the paragraphs' own terms, 
suchh a formation shall not be understood to constitute either  a free-trade area or  a customs union. 
Therefore,, the Article , and whatever  exceptions it may accord, is expressly not intended to be 
applicablee for  an arrangement that does not fulfi l these requirements, no matter  its declared form or 
titl ee as designated by its members. What is suggested is that some affirmativ e act of factual 
qualificationn is to be undertaken in order  to determine that any particular  arrangement meets the tests 
describedd so that it may be concluded that a free-trade area or  customs union is being created. The 
subjectt  of this qualification relates to the intra-regional or  internal trade of the area or  union. The 

«« GATT Article XXIV:8(a)(1) for customs unions, and GATT Article XXIV:8(b) for free-trade areas (emphasis 
added).. At this point we are not interested in the listed Article exceptions stated in paragraph 8(a) and (b). The 
completee text of the Article as provided in GATT-1947 is attached by Annex. 
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paragraphh requires that in order to be characterised as either a free-trade area or a customs union, that 
thee trade to be considered is the trade between the members for their goods of origin.46 

Otherr provisions support the proposition that the Article requires this definitional qualification. The 
provisionss of paragraph 10 provide the additional mechanism whereby the Contracting Parties may 
approvee proposals that do not qualify with the Article's other requirements by a 2/3 majority vote. 
Thiss waiver is explicit however in only being available where, "such proposals lead to the formation 
off  a customs union or a free-trade area in the sense of this Article."47 Thus, even Article XXTV's 
waiverr provision makes a requirement that a paragraph 8 free-trade area or customs union must 
inevitablyy result. Further confirmation is found in the obligation imposed by paragraph 7 of the 
Articl ee for proponents to submit a plan and schedule to demonstrate that the arrangements made are 
sufficientt to meet the definitional test. Thus, 

"If ,, after having studied the plan and schedule...the Contracting Parties find that such 
agreementt is not likely to result in the formation of a customs union or of a free-trade area 
withinn the period contemplated...the CONTRACTING PARTIES shall make 
recommendations.... The parties shall not maintain or put into force...such agreement if they 
aree not prepared to modify it in accordance with these recommendations." 

Inn this context, the principle reason why the Article would require a plan and schedule should be 
understoodd to provide the material for the Contracting Parties to review agreements proposed in order 
too apply the tests as stated in paragraph 8. On this basis, the Contracting Parties can then fulfi l their 
statedd obligation to make recommendations in those cases where an agreement does not result in 
eitherr of the recognised forms. Thus, the Article requires an action by the Contracting Parties to 
distinguishh between free-trade areas and customs unions on the one hand, and all other preferential 
arrangementss on the other, and as a matter of fact. 

Theree is a second aspect of the internal trade requirement that can be considered at this point. This 
requiress that the removal of duties and other barriers be done so on a mutual basis. For customs 
unions,, this is indicated by Article XXIV:8(a)(i) which refers to".. .trade between the constituent 
territoriess of the union..." For free trade areas, the comparable requirement is found in Article 
XXIV:8(b) ,, which refers to, "...trade between the constituent territories in products originating in 
suchh territories."49 

Forr customs unions only, there is an additional element of a definitional character that relates to the 
externall  aspects of the formation. This is found in Article XXIV:8(a)(ii ) whereby, "substantially the 
samee duties and other regulations of commerce are applied by each of the members of the union to the 
tradee of territories not included in the union." This flows from the nature of a customs union as 

466 The term "free trade" is applied in this context to refer to the elimination of tariffs and quantitative restrictions. 
Forr now, the Article's term "other restrictive regulations of commerce" is applied here to indicate the removal of 
quantitativee restrictions. 
477 The paragraph 10 provision is applicable for customs unions and free-trade areas between GATT parties and 
non-parties.. GATT, Analytica l Index , Guide to GATT Law and Practice , Geneva (6th Ed), 1994, p. 770. An 
Articlee XXV waiver, requiring for GATT-1947 for 2/3 majority "of the votes cast" would serve as the appropriate 
avenuee for any formation which would not result in either a customs union or a free-trade area. The voting 
requirementt is more strict than that provided by GATT Article XXIV: 10, since the final formation, although not 
complyingg with other Article XXIV conditions, does eventually meet the definitional requirement of Article XXIV:8. 
488 GATT Article XXIV:7(b), emphasis added. A discussion of the effect of "non-decisions" concludes chapter 5. 
«« Emphasis added. It may be that the obligation would be better expressed as a "mutuality" requirement rather 
thann that of reciprocity. The latter term is however consistently used to designate the requirement. Over the 
periodd of implementation there is no stated requirement that duties be reduced between the parties at the same 
rate.. The inference is that within the time contemplated by the plan and schedule, a result shall be reached 
wherebyy both parties have eliminated their respective barriers to trade. 
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expressedd by paragraph 8(a), "as it is understood to mean the substitution of a single customs territor y 
forr  two or  more customs territories..."  Although this requirement relates to the external aspects of a 
customss union, it is a requirement that yet remains definitional in nature in defining the character  of a 
union'ss regime which must be present in order  to qualify for  any exception under  Articl e XXIV . 

2.4.22.4.2 The second test: paragraph 5 requirements regarding external effects 

Afterr  meeting the definitional tests required by Articl e XXIV : 8, then a consideration of how the 
formationn wil l affect other  GATT parties in implementation is made as according to Articl e XXIV:5 . 
Thiss paragraph grants the exception accorded by Articl e XXI V for  customs unions and free-trade 
areas,, provided that the effects of the implementation of the regional trade agreement do not impose 
higherr  barrier s to trade upon other  GATT Parties. Thus, it is required, that in respect to the trade of 
otherr  contracting parties, that the duties and other  regulations (maintained or  imposed), "shall not on 
thee whole be higher  or  more restrictive"  than "prio r  to the formation". 50 

Anyy elimination of an internal barrier  to trade between two parties is a preference and equivalent to a 
raisingg of the relative barrier s to non-members. However, Articl e XXIV : 5 does not require nor 
suggestt  an interpretation that the overall effect of a qualified formation must leave the external trade 
inn exactly the same position as prior  to the formation. Otherwise, a partiall y preferential agreement 
couldd be more qualified for  an Articl e XXI V exception where its effect overall was to raise fewer 
relativee barrier s to non-members. Any such reading would negate the Articl e XXIV: 8 trade-coverage 
requirementt  outright . 

Thiss consideration reinforces the intended sequence to be applied to the Article' s provisions. First, the 
proponentss submit a plan and schedule which contains sufficient elements to demonstrate that a free 
tradee area or  a customs union can be realised. Second, they then provide sufficient evidence according 
too the plan and schedule that they will not implement this otherwise qualified formation in any 
mannerr  that would raise new trade barrier s to the other  GATT parties. Therefore, the second test, 
whilee certainly not incidental, must nevertheless be undertaken only in regard to actual changes which 
occurr  in the external trade regimes of the regional parties and only for  arrangements which are already 
qualifiedd according to the definitional requirements of paragraph 8. 

2.52.5 Chapter Conclusion: opposing views of regional integration 
Ass we wil l see throughout the next Part, the interpretation and sequence of applying paragraphs 5 and 
88 have formed primar y fault lines for  GATT Parties to disagree over  the requirements of Articl e 
XXTV .. As the first requirement outlined above requires regional parties to establish free trade between 
them,, and since these benefits wil l not be granted to non-members, the GATT Articl e most directly 
affectedd by a regional formation is Articl e I, the Most-favoured Nation provision. But for  the 
exceptionn provided in Articl e XXIV , MFN would require that any preference offered by one regional 
partyy to another  be likewise unconditionally granted to all other  Contracting Parties.51 

Understandably,, the motives attributed to support or  oppose regional formations are also typically 
viewedd in the same dichotomous frame as is presented by the objectives of paragraph 8 and paragraph 
5.. As Richard Snape has described the two positions, 

"(O)n ee is that preferential discrimination permits countries to liberalize further  than 
otherwise,, by engaging in reciprocal reduction of barrier s in agreement with like-minded 
countries.. The other  is that discrimination permits governments to raise, selectively, barrier s 

500 GATT Article XXIV:5{a) for customs unions, GATT Article XXIV:5(b) for free trade areas. There is a difference 
forr free-trade areas where the higher duties shall not be "maintained". For customs unions, they may not be 
"imposedd at the institution". 
511 GATT Article I, reciting in relevant part, "...any advantage, favour, privilege, or immunity granted by any 
contractingg party to any product originating in or destined for any other country shall be accorded immediately 
andd unconditionally to the like product originating in or destined for the territories of all other contracting parties." 
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againstt 'troublesome1 exporting countries - and thus to bow to domestic protectionist pressures 
-- in a manner in which they could not if the barriers had to be raised against all exporters, 
friendss as well as foes.52 

Thiss statement summarises the two tests to be applied, and if they were applied in a manner consistent 
withh the stated terms of the Article itself, it is likely that the objections on both sides would be met. 
Forr the first, paragraph 8 would require that parties do in fact liberalise further than otherwise. For the 
second,, paragraph 5 would act to eliminate selective barriers from being raised against "troublesome" 
exportingg countries. 

However,, it might yet be suggested that it is paradoxical for Article XXTV to require a high degree of 
internall  free trade in the first instance, as this would certainly appear to aggravate the possible effects 
off  discrimination. However, this is precisely what the Article appears to require, and no less. Since all 
preferencess are discriminatory and raise relative barriers to trade, non-members can always support 
incompletee formations that wil l discriminate against less of their trade overall. If the provisions of 
paragraphh 5 constituted the sole criteria for the Article, or were capable of overriding the definitional 
requirementss of Article XXTV: 8, then the result would be to increase the number of partial preference 
agreementss operating under a claimed exception to MFN. Although any one such partial agreement 
mayy be causing less damage to the trade flows of non-members, the sum total of more such 
agreementss may cause more damage overall. As one proceeds to examine the application of the 
Articl ee through GATT practice, a conclusion can be drawn that this is precisely what has occurred, 
perhapss even to the point of constituting GATT's legacy for the common practice according to the 
Article. . 

522 Snape, Richard H. History and Economics of GATT's Article XXIV, in K. Anderson and R. Blackhurst, (eds), 
Regiona ll  Integratio n and the Globa l Tradin g System , Harvester Wheatsheaf, (1993), pp. 273-291, at p. 278. 
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